**Specifications table**TableSubject area*Physics*More specific subject area*Unit cell and internal geometry of hydroxyl mineral structures used to calculate the equation of state and second order elastic constants*Type of data*Tables, CIF files*How data was acquired*Quantum mechanical simulations at the DFT/B3LYP level of theory, including dispersive forces contributions (CRYSTAL14 code)*Data format*Raw, analyzed*Experimental factors*Initial geometries were taken from experimental data available in literature*Experimental features*Quantum mechanical simulations conducted using Density Functional Theory, B3LYP functional and Gaussian-type orbitals basis sets.Inclusion of dispersive forces contribution via DFT-D2 scheme, corrected for the B3LYP functional (B3LYP-D\* approach).Geometry optimization of the unit cell under different hydrostatic compression states.*Data source location*Bologna, P. Porta San Donato 1, Italy*Data accessibility*Data is displayed within this article.*Related research article*This Data in Brief article is related to the paper:Ulian, G. & Valdrè, G. (2018) Equation of state and second-order elastic constants of portlandite Ca(OH)*~*2*~*and brucite Mg(OH)*~*2*~*. Physics and Chemistry of Minerals, in press,*[DOI:10.1007/s00269-018-0989-3](http://DOI:10.1007/s00269-018-0989-3){#ir0005}.

**Value of the data**•Geometries of brucite \[magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)~2~\] and portlandite \[calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)~2~\] in space group $P\overline{3}\text{m1}$ and $P\overline{3}$ settings at both equilibrium and stressed conditions, useful for structural and mechanical applications of these mineral phases.•The present data could be helpful for researchers involved in the crystal-chemical properties of hydroxyl phases under the effect of applied pressure, for example, for geological and building/cement applications.•The present data were obtained at the Density Functional Theory (DFT) level, employing hybrid B3LYP functional and including a correction to take into account the contribution of dispersive forces, and could be useful for *ab initio* comparisons of similar materials.

1. Data {#s0005}
=======

1.1. Brucite and portlandite structure at equilibrium and under hydrostatic compression {#s0010}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Brucite Mg(OH)~2~ and portlandite Ca(OH)~2~ were optimized considering two different space group setups, namely $P\overline{3}\text{m1}$ (ordered protons) and $P\overline{3}$ (disordered protons), at T = 0 K and taking into account the effect of dispersive force on the final geometries [@bib1]. At each unit cell compressive state, the pressure was calculated using a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state formulation:$$E = E_{0} + \frac{9}{16}K_{0}V_{0}\left\{ {{K\prime}\left( {\eta^{2} - 1} \right)^{3} + \left\lbrack {\left( {\eta^{2} - 1} \right)^{2}\left( {6 - 4\eta^{2}} \right)} \right\rbrack} \right\}\quad\quad\eta = \left( \frac{V_{0}}{V} \right)^{1/3}$$

The unit cell data for brucite in the both symmetry settings are reported in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} ($P\overline{3}\text{m1}$) and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} ($P\overline{3}$), whereas for portlandite the optimization results are reported in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for the $P\overline{3}\text{m1}$ and $P\overline{3}$ space groups, respectively.Table 1Simulated brucite (s.g. $P\overline{3}m1$) lattice parameters, unit cell volume, density and internal coordinates of each irreducible atom at different hydrostatic compression values.Table 1**ModelP01P02P03P00P04P05P06P07P08P09P10***P (GPa)*−1.99−1.35−0.510.080.581.953.655.718.2011.1914.67*a (Å)*3.1553283.1488693.1401273.1336313.1285963.1145913.0985503.0809853.0621593.0423673.022219*c (Å)*4.8711124.7825794.7017914.6601544.6294424.5646264.5056044.4514614.4009384.3529404.307592*V (Å*^*3*^*)*41.999841.067840.150339.630239.242638.347637.462836.594235.738134.892834.0735*ρ (kg m*^*−3*^*)*22932345239824302454251125702631269427602826*Mg1 (x/a)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg1 (y/b)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg1 (z/c)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*O1 (x/a)*0.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.333333*O1 (y/b)*0.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.666667*O1 (z/c)*0.2151890.2192100.2229490.2248980.2263180.2293280.2320360.2344770.2367060.2387740.240683*H1 (x/a)*0.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.333333*H1 (y/b)*0.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.666667*H1 (z/c)*0.4125080.4202220.4274450.4312260.4340140.4399470.4453650.4503220.4549250.4592680.463346Table 2Simulated brucite (s.g. $P\overline{3}$) lattice parameters, unit cell volume, density and internal coordinates of each irreducible atom at different hydrostatic compression values.Table 2**ModelP01P02P03P00P04P05P06P07P08P09P10***P (GPa)*−*1.73*−*1.37*−*0.63*−*0.040.481.943.755.878.3011.0314.00a (Å)*5.4578505.4485285.4315555.4190105.4101095.3836945.3544875.3234695.2910505.2573575.223264*a/*√*3 (Å)*3.1510913.1457093.1359103.1286673.1235283.1082773.0914153.0735063.0547893.0353373.015653*c (Å)*4.8230644.7700274.6988904.6572854.6294174.5650664.5054994.4510494.4010534.3533524.308918*V (Å*^*3*^*)*124.4219122.6337120.0533118.4413117.3462114.5878111.8689109.2402106.7016104.2052101.8082*V/3 (Å*^*3*^*)*41.474040.877940.017839.480439.115438.195937.289636.413435.567234.735133.9361*ρ (kg m*^*−3*^*)*23222356240624392462252125822645270727722838*Mg1 (x/a)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg1 (y/b)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg1 (z/c)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg2 (x/a)*0.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.333333*Mg2 (y/b)*0.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.666667*Mg2 (z/c)*−0.012533−0.013765−0.014899−0.014865−0.014835−0.015002−0.014868−0.014522−0.014110−0.013815−0.013656*O1 (x/a)*0.0043230.0046650.0049540.0049380.0049270.0049570.0049110.0047910.0046440.0044990.004401*O1 (y/b)*0.3355050.3356730.3358220.3358160.3358140.3358550.3358130.3357560.3356750.3356110.335585*O1 (z/c)*0.2176620.2201960.2236420.2256150.2269310.2300490.2329100.2355040.2378580.2401240.242250*H1 (x/a)*0.0330050.0369120.0414440.0425310.0433110.0464930.0491800.0516790.0543120.0575790.061439*H1 (y/b)*0.3495320.3513910.3534610.3539910.3543710.3557280.3568380.3578570.3589150.3602100.361716*H1 (z/c)*0.4150440.4192930.4250940.4286900.4311000.4364980.4415270.4460910.4501750.4539030.457173Table 3Simulated portlandite (s.g. $P\overline{3}m1$) lattice parameters, unit cell volume, density and internal coordinates of each irreducible atom at different hydrostatic compression values.Table 3**ModelP01P02P03P00P04P05P06P07P08P09P10***P (GPa)*−1.29−0.80−0.200.050.541.432.493.765.246.978.96*a (Å)*3.6109713.6009823.5898313.5824723.5763423.5624713.5464103.5289753.5101933.4906063.470128*c (Å)*5.0683734.9837214.9024094.8588314.8278184.7544394.6863104.6226584.5629084.5060614.452422*V (Å*^*3*^*)*57.233155.966354.712754.004353.476152.255651.043449.856248.689447.547746.4321*ρ (kg m*^*−3*^*)*21462195224522742297235124062464252325832645*Ca1 (x/a)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Ca1 (y/b)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Ca1 (z/c)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*O1 (x/a)*0.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.333333*O1 (y/b)*0.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.666667*O1 (z/c)*0.2287970.2325820.2363150.2383680.2398770.2433460.2466290.2496790.2525160.2551470.257563*H1 (x/a)*0.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.333333*H1 (y/b)*0.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.666667*H1 (z/c)*0.4188050.4258180.4327530.4365600.4393350.4458580.4520460.4578680.4633560.4685550.473426Table 4Simulated portlandite (s.g. $P\overline{3}$) lattice parameters, unit cell volume, density and internal coordinates of each irreducible atom at different hydrostatic compression values.Table 4**ModelP01P02P03P00P04P05P06P07P08P09P10***P (GPa)*−1.15−0.9−0.43−0.060.261.152.243.524.966.578.34*a (Å)*6.2407426.2316066.2152256.1975456.1871616.1589706.1276886.0947186.0609096.0253795.988631*a/*√*3 (Å)*3.6030943.5978193.5883623.5781543.5721593.5558833.5378223.5187873.4992673.4787543.457538*c (Å)*5.0175264.9814294.9190894.8654254.8306774.7586474.6929594.6339664.5800944.5300074.482711*V (Å*^*3*^*)*169.2360167.5269164.5618161.8418160.1480156.3257152.6057149.0702145.7070142.4289139.2280*V/3 (Å*^*3*^*)*56.412055.842354.853953.947353.382752.108650.868649.690148.569047.476346.4093*ρ (kg m*^*−3*^*)*21772200223922772301235724152472252925872647*Mg1 (x/a)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg1 (y/b)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg1 (z/c)*0.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000*Mg2 (x/a)*0.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.3333330.333333*Mg2 (y/b)*0.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.6666670.666667*Mg2 (z/c)*−0.000016−0.000004−0.000476−0.008984−0.011583−0.012343−0.012705−0.012249−0.011311−0.010156−0.008533*O1 (x/a)*0.3333310.3333330.3332530.3320080.3316880.3317340.3318790.3321800.3325900.3331210.333835*O1 (y/b)*−0.000005−0.000001−0.000159−0.002601−0.003240−0.003129−0.002814−0.002155−0.001274−0.0001120.001427*O1 (z/c)*0.2314120.2330960.2360110.2387970.2406070.2442790.2476970.2508400.2537380.2565800.259423*H1 (x/a)*0.0000360.0000070.0010430.0208590.0274130.0316810.0356630.0389760.0421160.0463880.051796*H1 (y/b)*0.3333530.3333380.3338560.3434840.3465360.3483680.3499840.3511930.3522710.3536570.355305*H1 (z/c)*0.4233480.4264200.4317750.4357160.4381960.4441590.4495640.4544190.4587420.4623870.465281

A total of 44 Crystallographic Interchange Format (CIF) files, one for each optimized structure, are also provided as [Supplementary material](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}, in order to ease their employment by other theoretical/experimental researchers.

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#s0015}
==============================================

The data here presented was obtained by first principle simulations on periodic systems, using both the CRYSTAL14 [@bib2] and CRYSTAL17 codes [@bib3], which implements the Hartree--Fock and Kohn--Sham self-consistent field method. The same approach was employed to investigate the elastic behaviour of other phases containing hydroxyl groups [@bib4].

2.1. Basis set {#s0020}
--------------

Multielectron wave functions are constructed as an antisymmetrized product (Slater determinant) of monoelectronic crystalline orbitals (CO) that are linear combination of local functions (atomic orbitals, AO) centred on each atom in the system. In turn, atomic orbitals (basis set) are linear combinations of Gaussian-type functions (GTF). The all-electron basis sets employed in the present simulations for Ca^2+^ and Mg^2+^ were a 86--511 G\* [@bib1], [@bib5] and a 8--511 G\* basis sets [@bib1], [@bib6]. For O and H atoms, a triple-ζ basis set with polarization from to the work of Ahlrichs et al. [@bib7] has been adopted for both atoms.

2.2. Hamiltonian and computational parameters {#s0025}
---------------------------------------------

The Becke [@bib8] three-parameter (B3LYP) hybrid exchange functional in combination with the gradient-corrected correlation functional of Lee et al. [@bib9] has been adopted for all calculations. The exchange-correlation contribution is performed over a grid of points and is the result of a numerical integration of the electron density and its gradient. The adopted pruned grid is given by 75 points and 974 angular points (XLGRID) and obtained from The Gauss--Legendre quadrature and Lebedev schemes [@bib10]. The tolerance thresholds that control accuracy of the Coulomb and exchange integrals were set to 10^−7^ and 10^−16^, respectively [@bib2]. The Hamiltonian matrix has been diagonalized using a Monkhorst grid of k-points of size 8 × 8 × 8 for the high symmetry models (s.g. $P\overline{3}\text{m1}$), whereas a 4 × 4 × 4 grid was employed for the low symmetry (s.g. $P\overline{3}$) ones. The convergence on total energy was reached when the difference between the energy of two subsequent self-consistent field cycles was less than 10^−8^ Hartree.

Van der Waals (dispersive) forces were included with the (DFT + D2) scheme [@bib11], which adds the following contribution to the calculated DFT energy:$$E_{DISP} = - s_{6}{\sum\limits_{\mathbf{g}}{\sum\limits_{i \neq j}{f_{dump}\left( R_{ij,\mathbf{g}}^{6} \right)\frac{C_{6}^{i}C_{6}^{j}}{R_{ij,\mathbf{g}}^{6}}}}}$$

The summation over all atom pairs *ij* and **g** lattice vectors excludes the self- interaction contribution (*i* = *j*) for every **g**. The parameters *C*~*6*~^*i*^ represent the dispersion coefficient for the atom *i*, *R*~*ij,***g**~ is the interatomic distance between atom *i* in the reference cell and atom *j* in the neighbouring cells at distance \|**g**\| and *s*~*6*~ is a functional-dependent scaling factor. The function *f*~*dump*~ is used to dump the energy correction to avoid double counting of short-range contributions to the energy and depends on the sum of atomic van der Waals radii and on a steepness parameter (*d* = 20). Due to the molecular nature of the DFT + D2 scheme, which tends to overestimate cohesive energy in solid crystals, the original B3LYP + D parameters where modified, setting *s*~*6*~ to 1, *R*~*vdw*~(H) to 1.30 and the heavier atom van der Waals radii were scaled by a factor 1.05 (B3LYP-D\* approach) [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17].

2.3. Geometry optimization under hydrostatic compression {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------------

The compressional behaviour has been investigated carrying out a symmetry-preserving relaxation procedure by exploring, at selected values of volume (*V*), the minimum energy of the *a*/*b* and *c*/*b* ratios and internal coordinates [@bib18]. Ten volumes between 0.86×*V*~*init*~ and 1.06×*V*~*init*~ (step of 0.02×*V*~*init*~) were considered for both Ca(OH)~2~ and Mg(OH)~2~, where *V*~*init*~ is the volume of the original optimized cell. Each model was then geometrically optimized. This approach has been successfully adopted for other mineral phases [@bib6], [@bib19].
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